
EUROPEAN SPALLATION SOURCE 

The European Spallation Source 
(ESS) is one of the largest scien-
ceinfrastructure projects being 
built in Europe today. Designed 
to generate neutron beams for 
science, ESS will benefit a broad 
range of research, from life sci-
ence to engineering materials, 
from heritage conservation to 
magnetism.

The facility design includes a 5 MW linear pro-
ton accelerator, a rotating tungsten target sta-
tion, 22 state-of-the-art neutron instruments, 
a suite of laboratories, and a supercomputing 
data management and software centre.

The facility is being built in Lund, Sweden, next 
to the world-leading synchrotron light source, 
MAX IV, and with the Data Management & 
Software Centre (DMSC) located in nearby Co-
penhagen. It is anticipated that two to three 
thousand guest researchers from universities, 
institutes and industry will participate in the 
ESS user program each year, making use of the 
facility’s broad range of neutron instruments to 
answer their scientific questions. 

Organised as a European Research Infrastruc-
ture Consortium, or ERIC, with member coun-
tries throughout Europe, this next-generation 
research facility is being built through the col-
lective global effort of hundreds of scientists 
and engineers. Together, they have developed 
and specified a technical design of the facility, 
including the Accelerator, the Target Station, 
and instrument concepts. 

The construction of ESS formally began with 
the Groundbreaking Ceremony on September 
2, 2014.

ESS is a greenfield project, a challenge that 
brings with it great potential for society as 
well as for science. As a facility built from the 
ground up in the 21st Century, ESS will be con-
structed and operated with high ambitions for 
environmental sustainability.

ESS interacts with the international research 
community in order to ensure that the instru-
ment suite meets the needs of science, ena-
bling the breakthroughs of tomorrow. 

Instrument concepts for ESS are being devel-
oped around Europe, making this a facility built 
by the scientists, for the scientists.

Scientists, engineers, project managers, and 
builders are well into the construction of the 
most powerful neutron source in the world. 
ESS will provide the tools for analysis that will 
enable the next important discoveries in nano-
technology, life science, pharmaceuticals, ma-
terials engineering, and experimental physics.

It is understood that ESS, both through the 
research that will be performed there and the 
establishment of the facility itself, will serve as 
an economic driver for all of Europe.

ESS will begin its user programme and wel-
come its first researchers in 2023
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Architectural rendering of ESS. Please visit our website to read more about the design of ESS.

The ESS construction site, June 2018. Please visit our website to see more aerial photos and site 
updates.


